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Abstract Adapter synthesis bridges incompatibilites between loosely
coupled, stateful services. Formally, adapter synthesis reduces to partner
synthesis. Beside an adapter, a partner could be a configurator or serve as
an ingredient in solutions for discovery and substitution. We synthesize a
cost-minimal partner for a given service based on additional behaviorial
constraints. We consider the worst case total costs, specifying individual
transition costs as natural numbers. In this paper, we sketch our formal
approach, and briefly discuss our implementation.
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1 Introduction

A stateful service [1] implements a complex task involving interaction with other
services. We study loosely coupled, asynchronously interacting stateful services
and their composition. In this setting, two services N and P do not necessarily
cooperate optimally: N and P may have incompatible data types, run into a
deadlock, or cause unnecessarily high costs. Adapter synthesis addresses this
problem: An automatically constructed adapter A for N and P is a a service
ensuring that the composition of N , A and P is optimal.

Adapter synthesis reduces to partner synthesis [2]. Partner synthesis is the
task to automatically construct a partner service P for a service N , such that
their composition N ⊕ P satisfies given requirements and is optimal regarding
given preferences. Partner synthesis may additionally be applied in other settings,
such as service configuration [3], service discovery [4] and service substitution [5].
As sketched above, requirements and preferences may be defined on different
levels [6], such as syntax, behavior and non-functional properties. There exist
solutions for partner synthesis for selected behavioral [7] and non-functional
requirements [8].

We tackle partner synthesis for the non-functional requirement of
cost-boundedness and the preference of cost-minimality. A cost-bounded (cost-
minimal) partner P of a service N ensures finite (minimal) costs in N ⊕ P
regarding N . In the setting of adaptation, a cost-minimal adapter may reduce
the adaptation costs, the costs of each adapted service, or overall costs. In our
cost model, we consider worst case total costs ; that is, the supremum of the
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caused costs in all runs. We aim at modeling non-functional aspects such as ex-
ecution costs, energy consumption, execution time, carbon dioxide emissions or
labor costs. Therefore, we formalize costs as natural numbers.

We explain all core concepts by means of examples in Sect. 2. Based thereon,
we sketch our approach to synthesize a cost-minimal partner in Sect. 3 and briefly
evaluate our prototypical implementation thereof in Sect. 4. Finally, we discuss
related work in Sect. 5 and conclude our work in Sect. 6.

2 Cost-Minimal Partners for Services

We formally model services as weighted nets [8]: A weighted net is a Petri net [9],
modeling the behavioral aspects, augmented with a cost function, modeling the
non-functional aspects. We omit a formal description of weighted net syntax and
semantics, but informally introduce the core concepts by means of examples. For
more detailed definitions, we kindly point the reader to [10].

Figure 1 shows the five weighted nets N, P0, P1, P2 and N⊕P0. A circle repre-
sents a buffer which may hold tokens, modeling the state of the service. A token
represents a message or other information. As we do not distinguish between
individual tokens, we represent each token as a black dot. A rectangle represents
a transition that consumes from and produces tokens on buffers according to the
arrows. If considered, we inscribe a transition with its costs. A dashed line marks
the interface, which consists of one buffer for each exchanged message type.

Figure 1(a) shows a model of a buyer service N with the interface {!Order,
?COD, ?Parcel}; that is, N sends messages of type Order and receives messages
of types COD and Parcel. Initially, N may either terminate causing costs of 3 or
may place an order by sending a message Order. In the latter case, N waits for
an incoming message which may either be COD or Parcel. Thereby, COD and
Parcel mean that the product will be sent by cash on delivery and parcel post,
respectively. Receiving a COD-message or Parcel-message yields the initial state
and causes costs of 2 or 0, respectively. The idea is that cash on delivery carries
a fee whereas parcel post does not.

Figure 1(b) shows service P0 with interface {?Order, !COD, !Parcel}: An on-
line shop that non-deterministically chooses between answering an Order-message
with either a COD-message or a Parcel-message. Figure 1(c) shows P1 which dif-
fers from P0 in the possible answers to an Order-message: P1 only answers with
Parcel. Figure 1(d) shows another variation P2 of P0, which may choose COD only
twice. We only consider the costs of N and omit costs in P0, P1 and P2.

We observe that the interfaces of N and P0 match. Therefore, we may compose
N and P0, resulting in the weighted net N ⊕ P0 shown in Fig. 1(e). Regarding
behavior, we observe that N ⊕ P0 satisfies the behavioral requirements of weak
termination with message bound 1 (wt1); that is, N ⊕ P0 is free of deadlocks
and livelocks, and for each message type, there is always at most one pending
message. Thus, we call P0 a wt1-partner of N. Inspecting the compositions N⊕P1
and N⊕ P2, we additionally observe that both P1 and P2 are wt1-partners of N.
In the remainder, we write partner instead of wt1-partner to increase readability.
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Fig. 1. A service N, three partners P0, . . . ,P2 of N; the composition N ⊕ P0 of N and
P0, and the costs of the composition of N with its depicted partners

We switch from the behavioral to the non-functional perspective. In this pa-
per, we apply the model of worst case total costs : We define the costs 〈N ⊕ P 〉
of a weighted net N ⊕P by totaling the costs along each run, and then selecting
the supremum of those values. Thereby, a run is a finite sequence of consecutive
transitions. As we only consider costs as natural numbers, each run causes finite
costs. As there are generally infinitely many runs of arbitrary length, the supre-
mum of the costs of all runs may either be a natural number or infinite. In the
case 〈N ⊕ P 〉 is finite, we call N ⊕ P cost-bounded.

Table 1(f) in Fig. 1 summarizes the costs of the aforementioned composi-
tions. Based on these values, we illustrate the concepts of cost-bounded control-
lability and k-cost-bounded controllability. Additionally, we introduce the term
cost-minimal partner. We start with N⊕P1. Regardless of the number of sent Or-
der-messages, only Parcel-messages are received. As the reception of Parcel does
not cause costs, 〈N ⊕ P1〉 is finite. Thus, we call N cost-boundedly controllable,
because there exists a partner causing finite costs. More specifically, it holds
〈N ⊕ P1〉 = 3, caused by the termination of N with costs of 3. Consequently, we
call N also k-cost-boundedly controllable for k = 3. Because these costs of 3 are
inevitable, for all partners P , we find 〈N ⊕ P 〉 ≥ 3. Thus, P1 is a cost-minimal
partner of N. Although 〈N ⊕ P2〉 is finite as well, we find that P2 is no cost-
minimal partner of N: In contrast to P1, P2 may send a COD-message up to two
times, thus rising the supremum from 3 to 2 + 2 + 3 = 7. Inspecting N ⊕ P0,
we find 〈N ⊕ P0〉 is infinite; that is, costs may rise arbitrarily in N ⊕ P0: N may
send arbitrarily many Order-messages and P0 may answer arbitrarily many of
them with COD. Summarizing, a service N is (1) k-cost boundedly controllable,
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if there exists a partner P , such that 〈N ⊕ P 〉 ≤ k, and (2) cost-bounded control-
lable, if there is some k, such that N is k-cost-boundedly controllable. A partner
P is cost-minimal, if for all partners P ′ it holds 〈N ⊕ P 〉 ≤ 〈N ⊕ P ′〉.

Imagine a variation N′ of N, where receiving Parcel inflicts costs of 1. Every part-
ner of N′ causes unbounded costs and thus N′ is not cost-boundedly controllable:
In order to avoid deadlocks, a partner must answer each Order-message. If a high
level of abstraction is the reason for such a lack of cost-bounded controllability,
we propose to regard use case costs instead of total costs. Regarding our example,
consider sending Order and receiving either Parcel or COD as the use case. The use
case costs are the costs of the most expensive complete occurrence of the use case,
ignoring all costs outside the use case. If the use case is acyclic, the use case costs
are always finite, and we also may reduce partner synthesis w.r.t. use case costs to
partner synthesis w.r.t. total costs. Regarding the example, a cost-minimal part-
ner always answers Parcel, yielding use case costs of 1.

3 Synthesizing Cost-Minimal Partners

In this section, we merely sketch our synthesis approach. For a more detailed, for-
mal description, we kindly point the reader to [10]. We synthesize a cost-minimal
partner for a given service N in two steps: First, we compute the minimal cost
bound of N , second, we synthesize a partner for N based thereon. The mini-
mal cost bound mb(N) of N is the least k, such that N is k-cost-boundedly
controllable. Formally, we define mb(N) ∈ N0 ∪ {∞} by

mb(N) := min({〈N ⊕ P 〉 | P is a partner of N}). (1)

We observe that mb(N) is finite iff N is cost-boundedly controllable. If mb(N) is
known, synthesizing a cost-minimal partner either reduces to synthesizing an ar-
bitrary partner (if mb(N) is infinite) or a k-cost bounded partner for k = mb(N)
(if mb(N) is finite). Both problems are solvable: The synthesis of an arbitrary
partner is decribed in [7]; for k = mb(N) the synthesis of an k-cost-bounded
partner may be solved by applying the synthesis procedure in [8]. We sketch
our computation strategy for mb(N). First, we decide cost-bounded controlla-
bility. In order to decide cost-bounded controllability, we reduce cost-bounded
controllability to the decidable problem of k-cost bounded controllability [8].
The reduction is non-trivial, as cost-bounded controllability only implies k-cost-
bounded controllability for all k ≥ mb(N). Our idea is to find a canonical k,
such that N is cost-bounded controllable iff N is k-cost-bounded controllable.
Finally, we find mb(N) in the interval 0, . . . , k.

To this end, we analyze the composition of N and its most-permissive partner
mp(N). Intuitively, mp(N) yields the maximal behavior of N in the composition
with an arbitrary partner. A computation procedure for mp(N) is given in [7].
The cost discriminant dis(N) ∈ N0 of N equals the supremum of the costs of all
acyclic runs of N ⊕mp(N). In our running example P0 (Fig. 1(b)) is the most-
permissive partner of N (Fig. 1(a)). The only acyclic run of their composition
(Fig. 1(e)) is the run where N directly terminates, which costs 3: All other runs
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visit the initial state at least twice. Thus, we conclude dis(N) = 3. We omit a
formal definition of dis(N) in this paper. Instead, we repeat its most important
property in the following proposition.

Proposition 1 ([10]). If mb(N) is finite, then mb(N) ≤ dis(N).

That is, dis(N) is an upper bound for mb(N) if N is cost-boundedly con-
trollable. Please note that the inverse trivially holds, because then mb(N) is
infinite and thus dis(N) < mb(N). Based on Proposition 1, we may conclude
that N is cost-boundedly controllable iff N is k-cost-boundedly controllable with
k = dis(N).

Theorem 1. Let k = dis(N). Then, k-cost-bounded controllability of N coin-
cides with cost-bounded controllability of N .

Proof. If N is k-cost-boundedly controllable for any k ∈ N0, then N is obviously
also cost-boundedly controllable. If N is not k-cost-boundedly controllable with
k = dis(N), then mb(N) > dis(N). By Proposition 1, mb(N) is infinite. 
�

In previous work [8], we have shown that k-cost-bounded controllability is
decidable. Then, by Theorem 1, cost-bounded controllability is decidable as well.
Because either mb(N) ∈ {0, . . . , dis(N)} or mb(N) is infinite, mb(N) is com-
putable. In our running example, N is k-cost-boundedly controllable for k = 3: P1
is a partner yielding costs of 3 (Table 1(f)). However, N is not k-cost-boundedly
controllable for k = 2, because no partner could prevent N from terminating
with costs of 3. Therefore, mb(N) = 3 and P1 is a cost-minimal partner of N.

4 Implementation and Experimental Results

With our tool Tara1 we synthesize a cost-optimal partner for a given weighted
net following our approach from Sect. 3. Thereby, we compute (1) mp(N), (2)
dis(N), (3) mb(N), (4) a cost-optimal partner of N . We solve (1) by calling the
partner synthesis tool Wendy [11]. For task (2), we first construct the state space
of N ⊕mp(N) applying the state space analyzer LoLA [12]. Then, we compute
an over-approximation k ≥ dis(N) from the state space, because computing the
exact cost discriminant dis(N) is very expensive. Task (3) begins with deciding
cost-bounded controllability as explained in Theorem 1, applying techniques
from [8]. If N is not cost-boundedly controllable, we conclude that mb(N) is
infinite. Otherwise, we find mb(N) in the discrete interval [0, . . . , k]. There, we
apply a binary search, reducing the number of probes to log(k). Finally, we solve
task (4) applying techniques from [8].

The implementation is prototypical and lacks an elaborate evaluation until
now. We present some experimental results in Table 1. We obtained Petri net
models from given BPEL models with BPEL2oWFN [13] and some mostly aca-
demic examples from literature. We added randomly determined cost functions
1 In order to try Tara, please visit: http://service-technology.org/tara

http://service-technology.org/tara
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Table 1. Experimental results of Tara

Weighted net Origin |state space| time (sec)

Beverage machine Literature [4] 37 < 0.01
Loan approval BPEL specification [14] 43 0.04
Olive oil ordering Literature [15] 50 < 0.01
Online shop 2 Literature [13] 77 0.12
Online shop 1 Literature [13] 137 0.10
Travel service 1 BPEL specification [14] 192 0.06
3 Dining philosophers Literature [16] 499 0.06
Purchase order BPEL specification [14] 1032 0.31
SMTP Communication protocol 1042 0.84
Travel service 2 BPEL specification [14] 1440 0.90
Registration (abstract) Consultant company 2239 2.37
Registration Consultant company 27372 10.20
5 Dining philosophers Literature [16] 43848 24.07

to formerly unweighted models. For each model N , column |state space| shows
the number of reachable states of the composite N⊕mp(N), respectively. Column
time (sec) shows the computation time for synthesizing a cost-optimal partner.
As Tara delivered results in less than a second for most of our test cases, we
believe that our approach is valid in principal. However, there were also results
with computation times of over ten seconds for a real world service, namely Reg-
istration. Thus, we believe that there is much room for optimization targeting
models with large state spaces. Here, we plan to evaluate the applicability of
existing approaches, in particular techniques from the field of process analysis.

5 Related Work

We extend our previous work [8] by synthesizing cost-minimal partners instead of
k-cost-bounded partners for a given k. Weighted nets are inspired by weighted au-
tomata [17,18] over arbitrary semirings. We restrict ourselves to a cost model sim-
ilar to the semiring known as max plus algebra. In general, our techniques can be
applied for any semiring which is isomorphic to the max plus algebra. Weighted
timed automata extend weighted automata by clocks and costs for staying in-
side one state. Weighted timed automata are a very complex model class (see
for instance [19]) and we are not aware of partner synthesis approaches for this
formalism. Q-Automata [20] constitute another model to capture non-functional
requirements in behavioral models. Here, the focus is on composition of compo-
nent models, making the setting very similar to ours. The approaches deviate
in the communication model: Interaction of Q-Automata means synchroniza-
tion of concurrent actions. Asynchronous communication between Q-automata
may be realized by a buffer system in between. We compose open systems by
means of asynchronous message exchange without a buffer system. The aim of
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Q-Automata is enabling analysis of compositions of open systems. To our knowl-
edge, there does not exist a partner synthesis approach for Q-Automata.

In the area of service-oriented architectures, Oster et al. [21] present a frame-
work to synthesize service compositions regarding non-functional preferences by
applying model checking. In contrast to our approach, the composite is built from
existing services. We consider the case where only one service is known before-
hand. Zeng et al. [22] find an optimal composition of non-interacting atomic tasks
each implemented by a web service. We consider interacting systems. In [23], the
authors extend timed Petri nets with a cost model. The authors study the issue
of minimal cost reachability and coverability. The formalism considers closed
systems in contrast to our research of open systems.

6 Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we addressed the problems of (1) deciding cost-bounded control-
lability of and (2) synthesizing a cost-minimal partner for a given service. We
reduced (1) and (2) to the solvable problems of deciding k-cost-bounded control-
lability and of synthesizing a k-cost-bounded partner, respectively. We consid-
ered transitions costs modeled by natural numbers and studied the worst case
total costs of a service composite. We presented some first experimental results
of our prototypical implementation.

For future work, we plan to investigate cost models concerned with average
costs. To this end, we plan to adopt algorithms from the field of mean-payoff
games [24,25]. Another promising direction is to combine our techniques with
timed or probabilistic models. Additionally, we would like to evaluate our ap-
proach with more realistic examples. In particular, we aim at checking the feasi-
bility of our approach in the field of adaptation and substitutability. We believe
that the runtime of the synthesis approach could be improved by developing a
new synthesis algorithm for our problem class, instead of reducing our problem
to another problem class.
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